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a b s t r a c t

We consider a growing research trend of using personal mobile devices for forwarding opportunistic network

data. Because personal device storage is meant to support user applications, opportunistic networks must use

it in a manner that remains completely transparent to the user. One way to make a device’s storage use trans-

parent is to allow priority access to the storage to user applications, even if the storage is currently occupied

by network data yet to be forwarded. This means that data given to a device waiting to be forwarded can

be overwritten by application data and may, thus, be lost. In this paper we consider random access memory

(RAM) as the primary storage location in a mobile device. We propose three algorithms of different sophis-

tications to answer the question of how much data should be moved when a contact opportunity arises

between two devices in such a way to first maximise the data transferred while minimising the probability

that this data will be overwritten when applications claim priority access. We collect 33 h of high-resolution

RAM usage traces of two real smartphones over a 3-day period under a variety of usage scenarios to evaluate

and compare the performances of the proposed algorithms. Surprisingly, we find that autoregression fore-

casting of RAM usage cannot outperform the simplest algorithm that greedily occupies all of the RAM that

is found unused at the time of contact. We show that Bayesian inference is very effective in minimising the

risk of data loss in such uncertain environments and significantly outperforms the greedy approach as well

as autoregression forecasting.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Networks using opportunistic communication (also known as

elay or Disruption Tolerant Networks) are typically made up of mo-

ile devices that are intermittently connected to each other [1]. Data

n such networks is moved along from one node to another as nodes

ake contact. Receiving nodes that are not the data destinations will

tore, carry, and forward [2] the data until a contact is made with an-

ther node. A variety of routing protocols [3,4] have been proposed

o determine the best sequence of contacts to use in such networks.

An important common feature of all these protocols is the re-

uirement for intermediate nodes to store the data, potentially while
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he node is moving until it can be forwarded to another node.

urprisingly there is little in the research literature to discuss where

his data needs to be stored and what the implications of using such

torage are on the performance of opportunistic networks. We first

ote that there are primarily two types of intermediate nodes when

pportunistic communication is used. Some nodes can be consid-

red as infrastructure nodes that have been tasked with moving the

ata along. Examples include message ferries [5], data mules [6],

nd throwboxes [7]. In this case such nodes can be provisioned with

emory that can be used exclusively to store data as it is carried and

efore it is forwarded.

In other systems, [8] user devices (such as smartphones and

ablets) act as intermediate nodes. In such cases, the device’s own

emory can be used to store data until it can be forwarded. Random

ccess memory (RAM), internal memory, and external memory (e.g.,

D card) are possible memory options. Opportunistic networks re-

uire high throughput during contact opportunities in order to en-

ble the transfer of significant amounts of data during even short

ontacts. Of the three types of memory available on a device, DRAM-

ased RAM technology provides the highest throughput [9–11]. Also
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the cost of RAM has fallen drastically in recent years fuelling large

RAM capacity in smartphones. While early smartphones could barely

store more than a few kilo bytes in RAM, today’s smartphones are

shipped with at least 1 GB of RAM. Mobile social networking, con-

tent sharing, social discovery, pervasive and urban sensing and op-

portunistic computing are the most relevant applications which em-

ploy smart phone memory [12]. We will show in this paper that even

when such applications are deployed, a mobile phone’s RAM is typ-

ically underutilised, thus allowing this available capacity to be used

as storage in support of opportunistic communication.

Unfortunately, a major issue arises from the fact that the smart-

phones are personal devices. As such, the phone storage is primarily

dedicated to serve user applications. If operators wish to use this re-

source opportunistically, they must do so in a manner that remains

completely transparent to the user. This raises a new challenge in op-

portunistic use of phone storage that has not been addressed before

in the opportunistic communication literature.

One way to make a device’s RAM use transparent is to allow ap-

plications priority access to the memory, even if the memory is cur-

rently occupied by data yet to be forwarded. This means that data

given to a device waiting to be forwarded can be overwritten by ap-

plication data and may, thus, be lost. In this paper we consider the

question of how much data should be moved when a contact oppor-

tunity arises between two devices in such a way to first maximise the

data transferred while minimising the probability that this data will

be overwritten when applications claim priority access over a mobile

device’s memory.

To motivate the problem further, we collected and analysed a trace

of available smartphone memory (RAM) from a user over three days

(see Fig. 1(a)). As we can see, the unused memory can be very dy-

namic and vary significantly over a short span of time. For example,

at about the 7900th sample, we observe 800 MB of unused RAM, but

it drops to only 300 MB during the next few minutes. If a node came

in contact with this phone at the 7900th and forwarded 800 MB of

data, the phone would have to wipe out 500 MB of that data to make

room for user applications. This highlights the risks involved in using

smartphone memory for carrying opportunistic data.

The decision making can be considered as a dilemma between the

utilisation of the unused memory and the reliability of data transport.

If too much of the unused memory is utilised, there may be excessive

data loss due to memory reclaim by the user. On the other hand, if low

data loss is desired, unused memory may not be exploited efficiently.

In this paper, we propose three decision making algorithms of differ-

ent sophistication to answer the question of how much data should

be moved when a contact opportunity arises between two devices in

such a way to first maximise the data transferred while minimising

the probability that this data will be overwritten when applications

claim priority access. The first algorithm is the simplest algorithm

that greedily occupies all of the RAM that it finds unused at the time

of contact. The second is more sophisticated and uses autoregression

forecasting to predict the minimum amount of memory that will still

be available until the data is forwarded to the destination. In the third,

we propose the use of Bayesian Decision Theory to minimise the risk

of data loss using knowledge from past observations.

Using 33 h of high-resolution RAM usage traces of two real smart-

phones over a 3-day period under a variety of usage scenarios, we

evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed algorithms.

Surprisingly, we find that autoregression forecasting of RAM usage

cannot outperform the simplest algorithm that greedily occupies all

of the RAM that is found unused at the time of contact. We show

that Bayesian inference is very effective in minimising the risk of data

loss in such uncertain environments and significantly outperforms

the greedy approach as well as autoregression forecasting.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The decision frame-

work is defined in Section 2. We present the three decision algo-

rithms in Section 3. Data collection and performance evaluation are
resented in Section 4. Related work is discussed in Section 5.

ection 6 concludes the paper.

. Decision framework

In this section, we present a framework to define the decision that

node with data to be forwarded has to make when it comes in con-

act with a mobile phone. The aim of the forwarding node is to decide

ow much data to be offloaded to the mobile phone to carry. We as-

ume that the smartphone receiving the data will carry it for a tran-

it period before forwarding it along the next hop. We will consider

he available memory as an integral multiple of a base chunk size B

egabytes. We use the following notations:

• C: memory capacity of the phone (it has a total C × B megabytes

capacity)

• k: amount of memory not used by user applications (available

memory) at time of contact; 0 ≤ k ≤ C

• j: minimum amount of available memory during the entire transit

period; 0 ≤ j ≤ C

• i: amount of data the node decides to transfer to the phone; 0 ≤
i ≤ k

The decision framework needs to consider the tradeoff between

wo types of losses: data losses (LD) and opportunity losses (LO). Data

osses occur when the exploited unused memory to carry data is re-

laimed by the user. In general, data losses have a higher chance of

ccurring if the source node offloads a higher amount of data to the

hone. On the other hand, opportunity losses occur when there is

vailable memory in the phone but the source does not make use of

his unused memory. This tends to occur when too little data is of-

oaded to the phone. Note that although it is possible that new mem-

ry becomes available after the mobile phone has left the source lo-

ation on the way to the destination location, we do not consider this

s opportunity loss because there is no way that this memory could

e used in the first place. Both losses are undesirable; the data loss

ecreases the reliability and retransmission of lost data is a waste of

ommunication resource. On the other hand opportunity loss reduces

he opportunistic network capacity. Given the tension between these

wo losses, the decision framework must find a way to balance be-

ween them.

Choosing i is the decision that will influence the opportunity loss

nd the data loss. Given i, j, and k, we have the following three cases:

• i = min(k, j): LO = 0; LD = 0

• i < min(k, j): LO = min(k, j) − i; LD = 0

• i > min(k, j): LO = 0; LD = i − min(k, j)

A good decision is one that minimises both losses, i.e., achieves

ood throughput (low opportunity loss) with minimum data loss. In

he following section, we propose and discuss three different decision

lgorithms with contrasting features and properties.

. Decision algorithms

In this section, we define three different decision algorithms,

reedy, Autoregression, and Bayesian. We also consider an Oracle al-

orithm to explain the best possible outcome that could be achieved

ith any decision making.

.1. Oracle

This is the ideal decision with i = j. As such, there is no opportu-

ity loss and no data loss. To make such decisions, the source node

as to have the perfect knowledge of the minimum amount of mem-

ry that will remain available throughout the journey, i.e., it needs to

now j exactly. Clearly, this is not achievable, but it serves as a bench-

ark to compare different approaches.
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Fig. 1. The amount of unused memory (a) Samsung Galaxy S4 equipped with 2 GB of RAM (b) Samsung Galaxy S3 equipped with 832 MB of RAM.
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.2. Greedy

In this approach, we have i = k, i.e., the source node behaves

reedily and uses up all the available memory that it finds at the

ource. This decision making is very simple to implement as the

ource node only needs to know the current available memory, which

s readily obtained from an operating system call. This algorithm has

o opportunity loss, but it is likely to incur heavy data loss if memory

uctuates significantly during transit.

Data loss can be reduced at the expense of increased opportunity

oss by using a safety net. In particular, when the safety net is applied,

reedy does not use up the entire available memory (k), but leaves

amounts of available memory unused. More precisely, the Greedy

ecision with a safety net c can be defined as:

=
{

k − c if 0 ≤ c ≤ k

0 if c > k
(1)

he value of c is chosen by the network provider in an attempt

o tradeoff between data and opportunity losses. We will study

his tradeoff using memory traces obtained from mobile phones in

ection 4. Safety net is also very simple to apply as the provider would

ecide on the value of c offline. Note that Greedy is a special case of

afety Net with c = 0.
.3. Autoregression time series forecasting

In this approach, the available memory is sampled at equal inter-

als and the samples are considered as a time series {y(t)} where t is

positive integer and y(t) denotes the amount of available memory

t the tth sampling instance. The goal of this approach is to predict j

ver a horizon of h future samples and then use the predicted value

o decide the amount of data to load on the phone. For example, if ĵ

epresents the predicted value of j, the source node will load ĵ data

nits if it is smaller than k, i.e., we have i = min{k, ĵ}. Next, we show

ow ĵ is obtained.

The first step is to analyse the data and establish the autoregres-

ion (AR) order that represents the memory availability time series

est. AR model of order p is defined as:

(t) = μ + ρ1y(t − 1) + ρ2y(t − 2) + · · · + ρpy(t − p) + ε(t) (2)

here μ and ρ j are the estimated coefficients of the AR model, and

(t) is zero mean Gaussian white noise. AR coefficients can be ei-

her estimated once offline using data from many different phones

a global model for all phones for all times), or they can be updated

nline at each sampling interval using the most recent observations

rom the same phone (phone and time specific model).

Assuming, the AR coefficients are available, the next step is to per-

orm an h-step ahead forecasting, where 1-step ahead prediction is
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obtained as:

ŷ(n + 1) = μ + ρ1y(n) + ρ2y(n − 1) + · · · + ρpy(n − (p − 1)) (3)

The 2-step ahead prediction is:

ŷ(n + 2) = μ + ρ1ŷ(n + 1) + ρ2y(n) + · · · + ρpy(n − (p − 2)) (4)

If h > p, the h-step prediction follows the recursive model:

ŷ(n + h) = μ + ρ1ŷ(n + h − 1) + ρ2ŷ(n + h − 2)

+ · · · + ρpŷ(n − (p − h)) (5)

Once all the h forecasts are computed, j is predicted as:

ĵ = min{ŷ(n), t < n ≤ t + h} (6)

AR is more complex and has higher executing overhead than

Greedy, but it has the potential to yield superior performance in

terms of lower losses if accurate prediction of j can be achieved. Like

Greedy, the provider can also adjust opportunity-data loss tradeoff by

applying a safety net c to ĵ as follows:

i =
{

min(k, ĵ) − c if min(k, ĵ) ≥ c

0 if min(k, ĵ) < c
(7)

3.4. Bayesian decision

Bayesian decision theory [13] is a well-known tool that allows

minimisation of risk under uncertainty. In our case, the risk can be

defined as a cost of λ(i|j) for making decision i given j is the mini-

mum available memory over the horizon of interest:

λ(i| j) =

⎧⎨
⎩

(i − j)cd if i > j

( j − i)co if i < j

0 if i = j

(8)

where cd and co are the costs for unit data loss and unit opportunity

loss, respectively.

Assuming that we have the conditional probability P(j|k) (we will

describe how this conditional probability can be estimated from past

memory measurement later in this section), we can compute the con-

ditional risk R(i|k) as:

R(i|k) =
∑

j

λ(i| j)P( j|k) (9)

This means that when the source node observes k available memory,

it can quantify the risk of taking each action i. With Bayesian Decision

(BD), the best action iopt is the one that minimises the risk. Mathe-

matically, this can be stated as:

iopt = arg min
i

R(i|k) (10)

This optimisation can be solved easily. The only missing ingredient

is how to compute the conditional probability P(j|k), which we will

discuss next.

Applying Bayes’ rule, we obtain:

P( j|k) = P(k| j)P( j)

P(k)
(11)

We will show how we can learn the three probabilities on the right-

hand side of the above equation from past memory measurements.

Let t denote the current time which is the time at which the phone

is at the source location and h the number of sampling intervals to

travel from the source location to the destination location. We as-

sume that we have measurements of the available memory in the

time instances in the interval [t − M − h, t]. We consider time win-

dows with h + 1 measurements. The first time window is [t − M −
h, t − M], and subsequent time windows are [t − M − h + 1, t − M +
1], [t − M − h + 2, t − M + 2], . . . until [t − h, t]. For the time interval

[t − M − h + �, t − M + �] (where � = 0, . . . , M), we use ω̂(t − M + �)
o denote the minimum memory available in the time interval. We

an estimate the probability distribution that the memory available

s j in a time horizon of h by:

( j) =
∑t

τ=t−M I[ω̂(τ ) = j]

M
(12)

here I[ · ] denotes the indicator function, which is 1 if its argument

valuates to true, and 0 otherwise.

Similarly, we can estimate the conditional probability P(k|j) by:

(k| j) =
∑t

τ=t−M I[(y(τ − h) = k) ∧ (ω̂(τ ) = j)]∑t
τ=t−M I[ω̂(τ ) = j]

(13)

here “∧” denotes logical conjunction.

With Eqs. (11) and (12), we can obtain:

(k) =
S∑

j=0

P(k| j)P( j) (14)

One problem with using the above method to determine the prob-

bilities is that the denominator of Eq. (11) which is obtained from

q. (14) is equal to zero. This is a common difficulty in Bayes infer-

nce and is known as the zero-frequency problem. This problem can

e avoided by using the m-estimate approach [14]. In this approach,

q. (13) is replaced by:

(k| j) =
∑t

τ=t−M I[(y(τ − h) = k) ∧ (ω̂(τ ) = j)] + mp∑t
τ=t−M I[ω̂(τ ) = j] + m

(15)

here p is our prior estimate of the probability we wish to deter-

ine, and m is a constant called the equivalent sample size, which

etermines how heavily to weight p relative to the observed data. A

ypical method for choosing p in the absence of other information is

o assume uniform prior. Thus, p = 1
M is the uniform probability and

is taken equal to 0.001 to have minimal impact on the estimation.

Table 1 summarises and compares the decision making algo-

ithms. We see that Greedy is simple to implement, whereas AR as

ell as BD are inherently more complex as they require analysis of

ast observations. For a quantitative performance evaluation, in the

ollowing section, we simulate these algorithms using memory traces

rom real phones.

. Performance evaluation

In the previous section, we have proposed and discussed three

ossible algorithms that providers can implement to decide about the

mount of data they could load into a phone. We compared these al-

orithms in terms of their general expected behaviour. In this section,

e perform a quantitative evaluation of these algorithms using RAM

races from real phones.

.1. Data collection

We used two Samsung Galaxy smartphones for data collection.

irst phone (SP1) is of model S4 with 2 GB RAM and Android 4.3;

econd one is S3 with 832 MB RAM and Android 4.1. The memory

sage trace was collected with sampling period of 5 s using an ap-

lication called “MKSysMon” freely available from Google Play. This

pplication is capable of recording a number of items including avail-

ble RAM which we used. The data was collected during the ac-

ive hours of the day, i.e., from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., over 3 and 2 days,

hich produced two traces of 24,504 and 15,469 samples of unused

AM for SP1 and SP2 respectively. The traces cover commonly used

pplications such as messaging, calling, email, watching video, web

rowsing and so on. The SP1 user was also instructed to occasionally

se the phone to play intensive graphic games, namely Asphalt8 and

ifa2014, which are known to consume significant memory.
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Table 1

Comparison of decision making algorithms.

Algorithm Decision OLR DLR Complexity

Oracle i = j 0 0 N/A

Greedy i = k 0 Could be high Low

AR i = min{k, ĵ} Low if ĵ ≈ j Low if ĵ ≈ j High

Bayesian i = arg mini R(i|k) Can be adjusted by cd and co Can be adjusted by cd and co High

DLR and OLR are quantitative measures of, respectively, data loss and opportunity loss. They will be defined in

Section 4.2.

Table 2

Trace statistics.

Standard

deviation σ

Mean μ Coefficient of variation

Cv = σ
μ

SP1 123 394.4 0.31

SP2 61 160.7 0.38
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Fig. 2. Data loss vs. opportunity loss tradeoff achieved by applying a safety net to the

Greedy algorithm.
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The amounts of unused memory of the phone during the active

ours of data collection are shown in Fig. 1 for both smartphones. As

e can see, the unused memory can be very dynamic and vary signif-

cantly over a short span of time. For example for SP1, at some points,

he unused memory can be as high as 800 MB, but it can drop to

nly 300 MB during the next few minutes. This dynamic behaviour of

nused phone memory highlights the challenge involved in making

ptimal decisions about phone memory use.

Finally, Table 2 shows some basic statistics of the traces. In partic-

lar, it shows that SP2 has a higher coefficient of variance (Cv). The

mpact of high Cv on different decision making algorithms will be ex-

lored in the following subsections.

.2. Performance metrics

Recall that in Section 2, we defined LO and LD as the amount of

pportunity loss and data loss, respectively, for a particular decision

ade at a particular time for specific values of i, j, and k. As we have

ollected data from two phones with different memory capacities, we

an normalise these losses as
LO
j

and
LD
i

. As we have large number of

amples collected from each phone, for a given horizon length of h,

e calculate the average opportunity loss rate (OLR) over the entire

race as follows:

LR =
∑N−h

t=M+1 LO(t)∑N−h
t=M+1 j(t)

(16)

here LO(t) is the opportunity loss at the tth sample, j(t) is the min-

mum available memory over [t, t + h], and N is the total number of

amples in the trace. The first M samples of the trace are left out for

nitialisations, such as computing the conditional probabilities of the

D algorithm. Similarly, the data loss rate (DLR) of a trace is obtained

s:

LR =
∑N−h

t=M+1 LD(t)∑N−h
t=M+1 i(t)

(17)

.3. Performance of Greedy

As explained earlier, Greedy can be implemented with a safety

et. For every sample values, we have calculated DLR and OLR for 21

ifferent values of parameter c, ranging from 0 to 20 incrementing

y 1. Note that c = 0 represents the Greedy algorithm, which has no

pportunity loss, but may incur high data loss. A positive value of c

ould reduce data loss at the expense of some opportunity loss. The
rade off between data and opportunity loss is plotted in Fig. 2 for the

wo traces collected from two different phones.

First, higher losses are observed for the trace from SP2 compared

o that of SP1. Recall from Table 2, that SP2 has a higher coefficient

f variation than SP2. The increased variation leads to an increased

eviation of j from k, which causes larger data loss as well as larger

pportunity loss. For the Greedy algorithm, the SP1 trace has a data

oss of 13%, whereas SP2 incurs 21% data loss.

The second observation is that the Greedy algorithm does not al-

ow a linear tradeoff between data loss and opportunity loss. Op-

ortunity loss increases non-linearly as reduction in data loss is at-

empted with larger values of the safety net parameter c. For exam-

le, for SP1, a reduction in DLR from 13% to 1% increases OLR from

% to 47%. Again, the situation is worse with SP2 due to its higher

ariance.

.4. Performance of AR

Recall that the first step for this algorithm is to establish the order

f the AR. To do this, we compute the Autocorrelation Function (ACF)

nd the Partial Autocorrelation Function (PACF) of the traces (see Fig 3).

CF shows that the coefficients of correlation between the time series

nd the lags of itself are decaying slowly. This means that the higher

rder coefficients have decaying significance. The PACF captures the

xact contribution of each lag and we can see that only the first co-

fficient is significantly higher than the rest and only the first three

oefficients are higher than 0.05. The rest are very close to zero. We

herefore select the order as 3, i.e., we consider an AR(3) to model the

ime series of available phone memory.

Next, we wanted to check whether a global AR model could be

sed to represent the time series collected from any phone at any

ime. In Fig. 4, we plot the three coefficients of the AR(3) model by

onsidering each 1000 samples of the SP1 trace as a separate time se-

ies. We can clearly see, that the values of the coefficients are not

dentical over all time series. We have therefore implemented the

nline approach to computing the coefficients, i.e., they are updated

ach time there is a new sample added to the trace.
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Fig. 3. Auto Correlation Function (ACF) and Partial Auto Correlation Function (PACF) of (a) SP1 (b) SP2.

Fig. 4. Variation in AR coefficients for different parts of the time series.

Table 3

Performance of AR(3) for SP1.

Horizon (min) RMS error of ĵ (Chunk) OLR (%) DLR (%)

0.5 3.82 0.08 2.31 (2.5)

1 4.23 0.1 3.6 (4.06)

5 6.16 0.6 8.7 (10.5)

7.5 6.88 0.9 10.3 (13.05)

d

o

t

f

f

t

t

a

t

p

i

d

i

c

T

Finally, Table 3 shows the performance of AR(3) in terms of fore-

casting error, OLR, and DLR without any safety net (c = 0). The left-

most column shows the length of the horizon in minutes. For 5-s

sampling intervals, each minute equals to 12 steps for forecasting.

For example, a 0.5 min horizon represents a 6-step ahead forecast-

ing. Also note that the horizon length represents the transit time of

the data in the phone, i.e., the longer the transit time, the longer the

forecasting horizon, and vice versa.

The first observation we make from Table 3 is that the quality of

forecasting, which is measured as root mean square (RMS) error of ĵ,
eteriorates with increasing horizon length. This is a direct outcome

f the fact that for h > p, i.e., when horizon is longer than the AR order,

he forecasting is based on forecasted data. In such cases, any early

orecasting error propagates further to the later forecasts. Second, the

orecasting error leads to data loss and opportunity loss. The larger

he forecasting error, the larger the losses. For example, for a 7.5-min

ransit time, a forwarding node would lose 10% of its data if AR(3)

lgorithm is used to load data to the phone.

Finally, we compare the performance of AR against Greedy in

he last column, where the DLR values for Greedy are shown within

arenthesis. We see that AR cannot outperform Greedy in any signif-

cant ways. AR achieves slightly less DLR compared to Greedy, but it

oes so at the expense of slight increase in OLR (recall that Greedy

ncurs no opportunity loss). This is a surprising outcome given the

omplexity and sophistication involved in AR compared to Greedy.

his can be explained by the fact that the first coefficient of the AR
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Fig. 5. Effect of history length on the performance of BD. The data loss rate has been

kept 1% in this graph.
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Fig. 7. Effect of the transit time (horizon) on the opportunity loss rate. The data loss

rate has been kept 1% in this graph.
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odel of phone memory is close to 1 and all other coefficients are

lose to 0, which results in ĵ ≈ k.

.5. Performance of BD

The BD algorithm relies on past observations to derive its condi-

ional probabilities, which are used to minimise the risk. We there-

ore first study the amount of historical data that would be necessary

or this algorithm to make good decisions. Fig. 5 shows the OLR as a

unction of history length for a large value of cd, which provides DLR

lose to 1%. As we can see, OLR decreases with increasing history, but
a

b

Fig. 6. Comparison of Bayesian decision agai
he improvement stabilises at 4000 samples. This means that for the

AM dataset, keeping and using a history longer than 4000 samples

r about 5.5 h is not useful. This is an encouraging result given the

imited computational resources available in a mobile device. In our

ubsequent simulations, we therefore use a history of 4000 samples.

Next, to study the DLR-OLR tradeoff performance of BD, we run

any simulations with varying values for the cost parameters cd and

o. Fig. 6 compares the tradeoff performance of BD against Greedy and

R with safety net. The superior performance of BD is seen clearly.

nder data loss rate constraint, Bayesian reduces opportunity loss
nst Greedy and AR for (a) SP1 (b) SP2.
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significantly compared to both Greedy and AR. For example, for SP1,

for a 1% data loss rate target, safety net has an opportunity loss rate of

42%, which means it can only utilise the 58% of unused phone mem-

ory. In contrast, the proposed BD algorithm has an opportunity loss of

only 18%, or 82% utilisation of the unused memory opportunity. This

significant increase in efficiency is the direct outcome of BD’s supe-

rior capability to make decisions under uncertainty using historical

observations.

Finally, the effect of horizon length (transit time) is explored in

Fig. 7. We observe that for a given data loss rate target, the op-

portunity loss rate for both strategies increases linearly with the

offload transit time. The rate of increase for BD is, however, three

times slower than that of the Greedy and AR safety nets. For example,

with BD, 80% of the unused phone memory can be exploited over a

12.5-min transit (150 samples ahead) while keeping the data loss rate

below 1%, whereas the Greedy and AR can only exploit 50% for such

long transit times.

5. Related work

Over the last decade, researchers have studied message ferrying

or delay tolerant networking (DTN) for a diverse range of applica-

tions, including e-mail delivery to disconnected villages [15], restor-

ing connectivity between partitioned mobile nodes [5,16], collecting

data from a sensor network [17], and providing roadside-to-roadside

(r2r) [18] data transfer service using vehicles as mobile ferries. Also

in recent years, there is an increased interest in exploiting mobile

user devices opportunistically as a part of offloading scheme to de-

liver data of cellular network users which is referred to as opportunis-

tic traffic offloading [19–25]. Opportunistic networks have to use de-

vice storage to store data until it can be forwarded and require high

throughput during contact times to transfer significant amounts of

data during even short contacts. Most of mentioned works have ei-

ther considered an infinite buffer [24] in the mobile device or as-

sumed that the forwarding data is sufficiently smaller than the de-

vice’s buffering capacity [23]. Other researchers [21] have assumed

deterministic availability of the buffer space in the mobile device. The

work in [25] focussed on dimensioning the buffering requirements in

the mobile device for the optimal performance of the routing proto-

cols used for transferring the data and [22] studied the buffer man-

agement issues arising due to carrying third party data in the per-

sonal device. While these works are not concerned with the type of

memory, Coll-Perales et al. [26] and Zhao et al. [27] have proposed dy-

namic use of both RAM and internal memory in a mobile device for

optimising the energy consumption and data access time. In term of

throughput requirement, of the three types of memory available on a

device, DRAM-based RAM technology provides the highest through-

put [9–11]. None of these works addressed the efficiency and trans-

parency challenge in opportunistic use of phone storage which is the

focus of this paper. The closest work reported is our own work [28],

which proposed the use of auto-regression model to predict the min-

imum amount of unused memory as a function of transit time. How-

ever, [28] did not propose or evaluate any decision strategy to study

the opportunity vs. data loss tradeoff. This paper proposes a novel

strategy, referred to as Bayesian decision framework, for efficient ex-

ploitation of unused phone memory for data offloading in cellular

networks.

6. Conclusion and future work

Personal mobile devices with large RAM capacity are increasingly

considered as effective data forwarding entities in opportunistic net-

works. However, because the primary purpose of RAM is to support

user applications, usage of RAM for opportunistic networking must

remain transparent to the user applications. One way to guarantee

this transparency is to allow priority access to the RAM to user ap-

plications, even if the RAM is currently occupied by network data yet
o be forwarded. This will require smart algorithms to decide how

uch data should be moved when a contact opportunity arises be-

ween two devices. This decision making is challenging because it

as to maximise the data transferred while minimising the probabil-

ty that this data will be overwritten when applications claim priority

ccess to RAM. We have proposed three decision algorithms of differ-

nt sophistications and compared their performances using real RAM

races from two smartphones. A surprising finding is that autoregres-

ion forecasting, albeit have been used successfully in many domains

o predict future events, cannot outperform the simplest algorithm

hat greedily occupies all of the RAM that is found unused at the time

f contact. This is because autoregression cannot predict the future

AM usage well using the time series. We show that Bayesian infer-

nce can effectively minimise the risk of data loss by using the knowl-

dge from past observations and hence significantly outperforms the

reedy approach as well as autoregression forecasting.

In this paper we only considered ‘raw’ data transfer, i.e., no error

orrection was explicitly considered for the decision making. When

ata loss is at risk, it may be useful to consider some form of error cor-

ection including network coding, which may allow to recover some

ost data units. How to optimise decision making in the presence of

uch error correction would be an interesting research to follow up.
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